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Italy’s Sogei recently added another
weapon to its security arsenal, a
business intelligence solution which
helps the society work behind the
scenes to study trends in taxpayer
behaviour. Understanding the patterns will help the society pinpoint
fraud, curb tax evasion and ultimately enable the society to provide
better customer service.

Security in numbers
The massive financial and legal network Sogei manages for the Ministry
is mind-boggling — 200 million documents. The firm handles statistics
on audits, taxpayers, econometric
models, society personnel, tax registry, office automation, customs, the
Euro, and telemetric connections
with other administrations. The firm
also handled Y2K concerns. What’s
more, the system impacts seven different areas of the society’s business:
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Having this kind of knowledge represents more to Sogei and the Ministry than simple economics. “Developing good rapport with the public
Dr. Antonio Sisti, data warehouse
manager, Sogei

impacts everything from filing delays
and filing errors to the percentage
of on-time payments received,” Sisti
says. He continues, “Better, more
efficient interactions help counteract
taxpayer frustration and may actually
diminish the urge to exercise bad
behaviour. In the end, all of these
things affect the bottom line.”

“In implementing this
solution, our goal was
twofold — to learn how
to detect patterns of
good and bad behaviour among various
taxpayer segments and
to use that information
to develop more positive relationships with
taxpayers”
– Dr. Antonio Sisti,
data warehouse manger
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the IBM DB2 Universal Database, both
cornerstones of Sogei’s business intelligence solution, were key selling points.
“For the Ministry of Finance, and for
the taxpayers served by the Ministry,
security is an important issue. The
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In order to detect fraud and tax
evasion and at the same time pro-
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already is in production. For this project, three Sogei technology groups
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to transfer information to peripheral
hardware — was a real plus. “For
Sogei, two other things came into
play: scalability of the platform, and
the fact that our IT team was highly
skilled in its use,” says Sisti.
A third reason why the IBM solution
was also appealing was that Sogei
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taxpayers all are positively affected by
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Italia — Finsiel, is the software and
service company set up by the Italian
Ministry of Finance to build and
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maintain the ministry’s information sys-
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tems. Sogei’s 1,500 employees in Italy
are charged with keeping up with

had an already-existing large IBM
DB2 database. The data contained

Sogei’s system resides in the S/390
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environment and includes information
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than many competitor products.” With
DB2, Sogei can add new databases

Full implementation of the solution

because the necessary infrastructure

spaned two years — from April 1998,

already exists.

when Sogei undertook a data mining
study and the construction of data
marts — to December 2000, when the

changes in legislation, technological
developments and the needs of the
government and the citizens. The
society is integral in the modernisation of the major processes of financial administration for Italy.

A secure future

Want to know more?

Sogei’s long-range plan includes
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capitalising on the power of the

business intelligence solutions, con-

S/390 platform for electronic filing.
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In addition, the team will work to
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refine its use of the advanced ana-

www.ibm.com/bi.

lytical capabilities provided by IBM
Intelligent Miner for Data.
Ultimately, Sogei also will enhance
the data warehouse with new capabilities such as capture and storage
of images — property maps and
video files. These new functions will
truly make the data warehouse multidimensional. In addition, this will
mean that even more types of information will be accessible to taxpayers, tax preparers, the Ministry and
the mayor via Internet applications.
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For now, however, there’s only one
dimension that concerns the team,
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and that’s knowing more about the
taxpayer. With the advent of business intelligence technology, Sogei’s
experts are closer to the public than
they’ve ever been before. For the
society, that’s a very secure feeling.
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